MOUNTAIN MODERN
Hillside home dramatically re-imagined
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towe-based architect
Brian Hamor admits he
loves a challenge.
He certainly got one
in drawing up plans for a
massive renovation of a
home near the northern
edge of Stowe.
“Massive is a good
word,” says Hamor as he sits at his neat-as-apin desk in his office on Main Street. “The
owners wanted to turn a not-so-special house
into something very, very special. It was a big,
challenging job that required a lot of collaboration. That’s always exciting.”
The owners, who had bought the house for
a vacation home and had lived in it for several
years, finally decided that it “screamed out”
for renovating.
As the wife explains, “One of our biggest
complaints about the home was that it didn’t
take advantage of the site’s incredible views.”
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The house, built in 1987, sat high on a hillside that offered majestic, panoramic views of
the Worcester Range, Camel’s Hump and
Mount Mansfield. But its small windows and
aging decks limited the views.
“We also weren’t crazy about the home’s
style,” adds the husband. “It looked like a
colonial that had merely been plopped down in
a beautiful spot. It just didn’t fit the location.”
The couple put together a list of “must
haves,” including a new, dramatic entryway, a
design that brought the outside in, room to display their growing art collection, new decks
that could serve as three-season “outside
rooms,” a revamped, open-plan kitchen, a wine
lounge, a reading nook, and more. This would
be a major, “strip-to-the studs” renovation.
Because the owners knew they’d need a
skilled team that could easily collaborate, they
reached out to Hamor, landscape architect
Cynthia Knauf, interior designer Amber
Hodgins, and Travis Cutler from Donald P.
Blake Jr. Inc. builders.
“Many of us had worked together on other
projects so we all felt comfortable with one
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another,” Hamor says. “It’s so helpful to have
everybody on board from the very beginning of
a project.” (The Cushman Design Group in
Stowe also helped in an early phase of the
home’s redesign.)
The home’s transformation began with
Knauf’s vision of building what she referred
to as “an outside room,” or terrace, anchored
into the lot’s steep hillside by a concrete retaining wall and embraced by the site’s stunning
combination of forest, sky, and mountains.
“The clients wanted a clean, contemporary
look and plenty of space to entertain outside,”
remembers Knauf. So she went with lots of
stainless steel cabled railings, natural materials
such as wood and marble, and a floor or deck
of a bluish-green shade of bluestone. The existing deck was removed and replaced by this
much larger, multilevel terrace.
The couple has a large family and outside entertaining was high on the wish list, so Knauf
planned for a stainless steel spa/hot tub, a plunge
pool, a gas-fed fire table and fire bowls, planters,
and plenty of seating and softscaping. “We also
trimmed some trees to enhance the views but left
as many as we could because the couple are devoted birders,” says Knauf.
Hamor describes his overall design concept
for the renovation as “mountain modern.”
“I wanted the home to look like it belonged
to the region but didn’t want it to look too
kitschy. I didn’t, for example, want a cookiecutter farmhouse,” he says.
The clients gave Hamor a lot of leeway in his
design, telling him they wanted “something special” and hoped for the “wow factor.” Says the
wife, “We really wanted the team to run with
their best ideas and didn’t want to stifle them.”
That team didn’t disappoint.
Among the client’s favorite transformations
was Hamor’s decision to bump out a breakfast
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room with wraparound windows at waist height.
“This was a delightful bonus for us,” says the
wife. “Because of the way the room extends out
from the house, you feel like you’re standing
outside while you’re having breakfast.”
Another striking change was a redesigned
entryway that unifies the home and offers an
obvious and dramatic “front door” for visitors.
This new, several-story-high entryway also
helps fill the home with light and gives the
clients plenty of wall space for their growing
art collection, including a few landscapes from
noted local artist Craig Mooney.
It also boasts maple and bluestone floors,
benches, and hidden cherry-veneer closets for
masses of storage. Throughout the residence,
the home’s former small windows have been
replaced by massive, oversize, double-glazed
windows that offer dramatic distant views.
“It’s a completely different feeling; now
there are knockout views from almost every
room in the house,” says the husband.
Amber Hodgins chose a natural, muted color
palette for much of her interior design. “We
went with lots of neutral wall colorings to create an open feel and also help the artwork ‘pop
out’ from the walls,” she explains. She worked
with Hamor and the wife to balance and blend
the wood used throughout the interior.
“We used lots of maple and walnut and often
paired it with clean, sleek painted surfaces so it
wouldn’t over-dominate the design,” says Hodgins. She chose bluestone flooring to help link
the exterior spaces with the interior—another
clever touch that helped bring the outside in.
Perhaps the best example of how the renovation design team collaborated is the home’s new
kitchen. “Everyone pitched in here,” says Hamor.
“It was a real joint effort.” The clients offered a
list of wants, including an open design, a marble
and tiger maple-topped island that offered views
to the outside, and a kitchen office space.
Says the wife, “The kitchen is the heart of
the house and I wanted a way to see guests arriving so I could have that personal visual connection with them.”
The wife got the island she wanted and
more, including a ceiling of diagonal wood and
a knocked-out wall through which she can now
see guests arriving. Hamor designed a duallevel wood and marble-topped island, with hidden electrical and internet connections so the
entire family can sit on barstools and use their
computers while sitting in the kitchen and still
enjoy the views outside.
Hodgins designed barstools and elegant cabinetry that was built by Morrisville-based cabinet maker Derrick Barrett. Hamor even found
room for a small kitchen office that offers one
of the home’s best long-distance views of the
Worcester Mountain Range.
As the couple reflect on the way their holiday home has been transformed, they admit
they often have a hard time remembering what
it looked like before.
“It was comfortable,” admits the wife, “but
it lacked the sense of surprise and the wow factor that our design and building team has given
us. We cannot thank them enough.” ■

